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Terms
Vulnerability (Bugs): malicious functionality that extends primary, intended design.

- Vulnerabilities may remain invisible until they are exploited.

Exploitation (Attack): identifying input to leverage the vulnerability and either take control of the system or 
leak sensitive information.

- Software security = risk management.
- Identify vulnerabilities.
- Patch vulnerable code.

Management:
- Software auditing (review).
- Security test (automatic).
- Patch development (upgrade).



Software Security Challenge
The foundation of our software stacks is built on top of the unsafe C/C++ programming languages.

- Strong performance.
- Direct access to resources.
- Rich legacy.
- Lack of proactive techniques (e.g. Rust and Go).

Additionally, software are getting complex.
- Demands of more features.
- Compatibility and support of different devices.
- Time gap between vulnerability expose and patch implementation.

Unfortunately, defense mechanism does not consider as feature.
- Expect ignorable performance overhead.
- Generic software solution.



C/C++ Application



Buffer Overflow



Buffer Overflow (BoF)
A buffer overflow occurs when data are written outside of the space allocated to the buffer.

- Unsafe language like C doesn’t check writes are in-bound.
- Many unsafe libc functions: strcpy, strcat, gets, scanf.

- Safe libc versions (e.g., strncpy, strncat) are misleading e.g., strncpy may leave string 
unterminated.

Fuzz testing with address sanitizer is a popular method to find buffer overflows.



Arbitrary Code Execution

Attacker’s goal: take over target machine (e.g., web server).
- Execute arbitrary code on target by hijacking control flow.

Targets of Control Flow Hijacking:
- Exception handlers.

- Overwrite address of an exception handler in stack 
frame.

- Function pointers/return addresses.
- Overwrite a function pointer on the heap or the 

stack
- Longjmp buffers: setjmp/longjmp.

- Longjmp buffer contains EIP.
- Corrupting vtable.

- Overwrite vtable pointer to malicious buffer.

http://web.eecs.utk.edu/~huangj/cs360/360/notes/Setjmp/lecture.html


C Program Stack Layout (x86)



Basic Example



Expected Input

argv[1]: “123456”



Attack Input (Stack Overflow)

argv[1]: 68 “A”s+“\xEF\xBE\xAD\xDE\0”



Continue ...



Continue ...



Continue ...



Real Example



Heap Overflow
#define BUFSIZE 256

class C

{

public:

   C() {}

};

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

   char *buf;

   buf = (char *)malloc(sizeof(char) * BUFSIZE);

   C *c = new C();

   strcpy(buf, argv[1]);

}

buf

Vtable pointer

....



Type Confusion
When the program accesses the resource using an incompatible type, this could trigger logical errors 
because the resource does not have expected properties.

- Memory unsafe language, such as C and C++, type confusion can lead to out-of-bounds memory 
access.

C++ Casting Operations:
- Static Casting –> static_cast<ToClass>(Object).
- Dynamic Casting –> dynamic_cast<ToClass>(Object).
- C-style Casting –> (ToClass) (Object).

Type Confusion bugs arises from illegal down-casts.



Example
#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

class Base{

}; // Parent Class

class Execute : public Base

{ // Child of Base Class

public:

   virtual void exec(const char *program){

       system(program);

   }

};

class Greeter : public Base

{ // Child of Base Class

public:

   virtual void sayHi(const char *str){

       cout << str << endl;

   }

};

int main(){

   Base *b1 = new Greeter();

   Base *b2 = new Execute();

   Greeter *g;

   g = static_cast<Greeter *>(b1); // Safe Casting to the same type 

"Greeter"

   g->sayHi("Greeter says hi!");   // String passed to sayHi() 

function

   g = static_cast<Greeter *>(b2); // Unsafe Casting to sibling class 

"Execute"

   g->sayHi("/usr/bin/xcalc");     // String passed to exec() 

function

                                   // which will turn into a command 

to execute calculator

   delete b1;

   delete b2;

   return 0;

}

Type Confusion Vulnerabilities | Buffer 
Overflows

https://bufferoverflows.net/type-confusion-vulnerabilities/
https://bufferoverflows.net/type-confusion-vulnerabilities/


Integer Overflow



C Data Types (x86-32)



Integer Overflow

Problem: what happens when int exceeds max value?
- char c; (8 bits)  short s; (16 bits)  int m; (32 bits);
- Integer overflow is often related to sign conversion.

Can integer overflows be exploited?



CVE Reports



Truncation
Truncation errors occur when

- an integer is converted to a smaller integer type and
- the value of the original integer is outside the range of the smaller type

Low-order bits of the original value are preserved and the high-order bits are lost. 



Arithmetic Overflow
An arithmetic overflow error when the result of an 
integer operation does not fit within the allocated 
memory space.



Signedness Bugs

Compare two signed integers, assuming nonnegativity.
if (x < 100) 
  do_something();

Compare a signed and unsigned integer. 
if (size < sizeof buffer)
   do_something();

Treating a signed negative number as unsigned.
void *p = malloc(size); // size < 0



Best Practice
Use appropriate types:

- Need a size of a count? Use size_t
- Need a specific bit-width? Use uint8_t, 

uint16_t, uint_32_t, uint64_t, etc.
- Need an integer to hold a pointer? Use 

intptr_t.

#include <limits.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

int safe_add(int a, int b)

{

   if (a > 0 && b > INT_MAX - a)

       abort();

   if (a < 0 && b < INT_MIN - a)

       abort();

   return a + b;

}



Format String Vulnerability



Format String Vulnerability

“If an attacker is able to provide the format
string to an ANSI C format function in part or

as a whole, a format string vulnerability is present.”

–scut/team teso



Format String Functions
printf(char *fmt, ...)

- fmt: specifies number and types of arguments.
- ...: variable number of arguments.



Stack Layout for Printf



Example Vulnerable Program



Use of %n in printf()
#include <stdio.h>

int main(int argc, char** argv){

   int c;

   printf("Hello world %n before specifier", &c);

   printf("\n%d\n", c);

   printf(argv[1], &c);

   printf("\n%d\n", c);

   return 0;

}



Use-After-Free



Dangling Pointer

A dangling pointer is a pointer variable through which the freed memory is accessed.

char* p = malloc(100); // memory allocated, p is valid
free(p); // p is freed
puts(p); // when puts is called p is a dangling pointer

Also known as stale pointer and wild pointer.



Use-After-Free
A class of vulnerability where data on the heap is freed, but a leftover reference or ‘dangling 
pointer’ is used by the code as if the data were still valid.

Causes:
- Wrongly handled error conditions.
- Unaccounted for program states.
- Confusion over which part of the program is responsible for freeing the memory.

An use-after-free bug is exploitable if the program can be brought in a state in which it can 
allocate memory over the freed area.



Example
char *ptr = (char *)malloc(SIZE);

... if (err)

{

   abrt = 1;

   free(ptr);

}

... if (abrt)

{

   logError("operation aborted before commit", ptr);

}

HackerOne

https://hackerone.com/reports/481532


Usage & Detection
Why are they so well liked?

- Doesn’t require any memory corruption to use.
- Can be used for info leaks.
- Can be used to trigger memory corruption or get control of EIP.

From the defensive perspective, trying to detect use after free vulnerabilities in complex 
applications is very difficult, even in industry.

Why?
- UAF’s only exist in certain states of execution, so statically scanning source for them won’t 

go far (+ multithreaded environment).
- Symbolic execution and constraint solvers are helping find these bugs faster.



Prevention

Set all freed pointers to NULL.
- Check null‐pointer before using it.
- Nowadays, OS has built‐in defense for 

null‐pointer dereference.

char *message;

int message_type;

/* Initialize message and message_type */

if (message_type == value_1) {

 /* Process message type 1 */

 free(message);

 message = NULL;

}

/* ... */

if (message_type == value_2) {

 /* Process message type 2 */

 free(message);

 message = NULL;

}

Complexity: 
- Need to set all aliased pointers to NULL.
- Free(memory) + Set pointer to NULL needs 

to be atomic operation.



Double Free



Double Free
Double Free: Freeing the same chunk of memory twice, without it being reallocated in 
between.

An exploitation occurs when the program calls free on a region that contains data set by the 
attacker:

- free(q) will try to use the chunk tag located just before the address pointed to by q.
- In this case, the “chunk tag” is now actually part of the attacker’s string.
- The attacker can set the values in their “chunk tag” such that free will overwrite a memory 

location chosen by the attacker with a value chosen by the attacker.

tag Free Regionfake tag tag

q



Real Example



CVE Reports
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